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An abundance of new exhibitors! 
 
If you are seeking new and innovative products for your store, Harrogate International 
Nursery Fair is your one-stop-shop this year with numerous new or returning brands 
exhibiting including household names such as Mamas & Papas, iCandy, Artsana UK, Chicco 
and Recaro, Dorel and Cybex to name just a few. 
 
With new brands signing up almost daily – visitors are promised a bumper event in October 
– visit the website at www.nurseryfair.com for a full exhibitor list. 
 

Wrapped up 
 
Joy and Joe is proud to participate in Harrogate 
International Nursery Fair 2021. Its slings have been named 
by the Mirror Newspaper as a must have for new mums for 
three consecutive years. Over time, it has garnered a 
reputation for creating durable wrap slings that are also 
very stylish for parents to wear and most importantly very 
comfortable and safe for children. The company continues 
to infuse a hand finished craftsmanship with a modern 
style in our wraps, offering mums and dads a very 
enjoyable wrap carrier that is refreshingly authentic and reliable.  
 
Visit Joy and Joe on Stand Q58 

 
Playtime 

 

Halilit is excited to unveil Taf 
Toys’ latest releases at the show 
including two gorgeous activity 
toys – Harry the Lion and Kimmy 
Koala. Standing at 25cm tall and 
packed with developmental 
features, these plush characters 
are just some of the fantastic 
additions to the popular Koala 
Daydream and Savannah 
Adventures collections for 
AW21. Other new launches 

include the My First Tummy Time Cards – free standing double sided felt cards 
designed to engage little ones in this key activity, and the Savannah Adventures Arch 
– a charming developmental toy offering sounds, senses and motor skills 
development for the car seat or pram. 
 
Visit Halilit on Stand Q61 

http://www.nurseryfair.com/
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Togetherness 
 
Visit KahuBaby to find out more about Simple Togetherness 
with the KahuBaby Carrier. KahuBaby's three click design is 
simple, lightweight, and designed to complement parents' 
busy lifestyles. With its unique cinching system, Kahubaby is 
perfect for carrying babies from birth through to the toddler 
years. Easy adjustability, plus four carrying positions, 
enables the parent and baby to go places and get things 
done, together. Designed in Britain, KahuBaby is tested to 
the most recent safety standards. It's ergonomically 
designed to support baby's optimum hip development, and 
because parents' comfort matters too. 
 

Visit KahuBaby on stand Q55 


